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Abstract

The debate about computation plus its

philosophical and social implications has

been of major interest for more than five

decades and, in the last years, computation

has been recognized as one of the most

pervasive activities in our lives getting the

deserved role of ”Fourth Big Domain of

Science”. With the advance of technology however it has been found that computation may not only be a prerogative of

machine and electronical computer, but it

can also be found in living cells, especially

in DNA and in the processes tied to it. Is

computation really an inescapable part of

this world? The answer looks more fascinating than expected.



1 Introduction

In this paper I will discuss why it is possible to

claim that there are presences of computation and

algorithms inside biology and cells, particularly

in the processes tied to DNA. Starting from a description of ’computation’ and ’algorithms’ from



a computer science point of view and a brief illustration of the Turing Machine, I will then explain,

with biological examples, how much of those notions apply to cells and DNA illustrating two of

the most important algorithms that every cell performs. I will provide then cases of experiments

where cell’s components or DNA were used directly in order to perform computation and to store

information plus some hints on the new emerging

technologies. Consequently I will discuss possible

objections to the thesis, plus philosophical reflections and my personal thoughts.



2 Computation: definitions and brief

historical perspective

The first thing that I would like to do, is to clarify

the basic concepts on which the paper is centered:

computation and algorithm. I think it’s better to

define them with simple statements; and given

that I found those presented in (Scheutz, 2002)

very effective, I will take direct inspiration from

them. For what concerns the definition of computation there are two possibilities; one that suits

best the pre-electronic computer era: ”to calculate

by mathematical means/rules” and one that instead



suits best with the arrival of electronic computers

and computer science: ”the execution of one or

more algorithms”. The latter is based, of course,

on the definition of algorithm and execution of an

algorithm. An algorithm can be thought as a finite

set of instructions implemented in a mechanisms

that operate on entities or symbols, the execution

of an algorithm indeed is the execution of this set

of instruction in a deterministic, discrete and stepwise fashion (Scheutz, 2002). These definitions

are very important because they abstract ’what’ is

being calculated or determined, ’who’ is calculating, and what kind of ’mechanisms’ or ’symbols’

we are considering. Later it will be clear why these

abstractions are fundamentals.

We have notices of mathematics and calculations being performed since the 4th century BC,

with findings of ancient Greeks using a primordial abacus, and written documentation of Chinese

abacus dated to 2nd century BC. However we have

to wait approximately two thousand years to observe the first mechanical calculators presented by

Pascal (1645) and Leibniz (1692), and other three

hundred years for analog and digital computers.

Digital computers became more and more popular

also thanks to their foundations on rigorous mathematics like Boolean algebra (1854) and the revolutionary ”Turing machine”, a stored-program machine model used by Turing in his publication ”On

computable numbers with an application to the

Entscheidungsproblem” (Turing 1936) in order to

give a formal evidence of what could or couldn’t

be computed in principle. After this, the power

and distribution of computers exploded exponentially. The improvements obtained in 60-70 years

were so incredible that our era could be called ”the

computers-era”, just think that nowadays, on our

planet, there are more electronic computer and devices than people.

Without digging too much in the historical details, this should be enough to convince ourselves

that electronic computers are so pervasive in our

lives that we could hardly imagine them without.

So, computation has been one of the greatest and

impactful revolution that humanity ever faced and

the most interesting part is that it isn’t going to

stop, on the contrary, scientists, researches and engineers are always trying to push it beyond the current limits.



2.1 Turing machine: digital computer, human

computer and more

As introduced before, Turing machine was like the

initial spark of the computation era; it was ideated

to give a formal definition of computability when

the concept of computation itself was not understood very well. Turing succeeded in this fundamental task thanks to a key aspect, the simplicity

of his model. The basic version of the machine

consisted in a pair of tapes and a mechanism identified as the finite control, which moves along the

”input” tape reading data, while simultaneously

moving along the ”output” tape writing other data.

The most shocking feature however, is its universality. Simple as it was imagined, Turing machine

could, in principle, be programmed to compute

anything that is computable (Turing 1936).

One may wonder how a powerful yet simple

model like this could have come to Turing’s mind,

the answer is that he took inspiration from a ”human computer”. He states clearly in his paper

”Computing Machinery and Intelligence” that any

operations which is intended to be carried out by

a digital computer could be done as well by a human computer (Turing 1950). A human computer

must follow blindly the set of rules provided and

read/write from paper sheets; the similitude with

a digital computer composed by store, executive,

and control unit plus instructions is evident; the

human is the executive and control unit, the sheets

are the storages and the rules are the instructions.

Given such premises, I started thinking that

there has to be something more in the parallelism

between a human and a digital computer than just

the ability to compute, indeed there is more, and

in the next sections I will point out my findings.



3 Computation inside cells: DNA and the

processes that involves it

At this point I can introduce DNA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid), a macromolecule, coiled to form a

double-helix, composed by four chemical bases,

either cytosine (C), guanine (G), adenine (A), or

thymine (T) as well as a sugar called deoxyribose

and a phosphate group. DNA is one of the most

relevant and the most studied molecule since its

discovery occurred in 1953, and it is for a reason. Almost every cell of a living creature contains

DNA, packed into structures called chromosomes,

as a part of their nucleus (in animals there are

exceptions like blood cells and the external layer



cells of skin, hair and nails because they lose it as

part of their maturation process). This molecule

is also known as the ”blueprint of life” because

it allows the appearance and expression of all the

biological traits thanks to the genes (the regions

of DNA that include these biological traits); this

is valid for each organism from bacteria to plants

and of course animals.

3.1 DNA Replication: the universal life’s

development algorithm

The first example that I want to illustrate in order

to discuss about computation in cells is the process of DNA replication. DNA replication is a

critical series of actions that allow a cell to reproduce, passing genetic information to its offspring.

Being a bit reductionist we could say that DNA

replication is what life is all about, allowing DNA

to reproduce it allows cells to reproduce, allowing us and all the other living organisms to reproduce. This process is mostly executed by biological mechanisms called enzymes, enzymes are active protein that catalyze (permit/speed up) a reaction, each enzyme has its own unique sequence of

amino acids, which is determined by the genes in

the cells.

Notice that the operations illustrated are specific for humans and biological evolved animals

like mammals, reptiles and birds. Plants and bacteria have a similar approach but different in some

phases and involved enzymes but they will not be

discussed here. So, when there is a need of replicating DNA, the first enzyme that operates is the

Helicase: its job is to split the double helix in two

single strands that will be used as a plate to reproduce the new sequences, these are called leading

strand and lagging strand: on the leading strand

(the upper one in Figure 1) the replication proceed

quickly because its forward 5’ to 3’ direction, on

the lagging strand (the lower one in Figure 1) however the replication is slower and trickier because

it happens backward 3’ to 5’.

After the split, it’s the turn of the Primase enzyme, this enzyme attach a small sequence of

RNA called ”primer” to the leading strand. This

primer sequence is interpreted as the ”BEGIN”

point and will be used by the next enzyme, DNA

polymerase (Figure 2).

DNA polymerase start positioning itself on the

”primer” sequence, and given a strand of DNA,

it produces a second complementary strand, also



Figure 1: Helicase splitting the double strand in

two single strands, leading and lagging.



Figure 2: DNA polymerase attaching the complementary bases, observe the primer sequence (in dark blue) at the beginning

of the replication, attached before by the

Primase.



called ”Watson-Crick” complementary: every G is

attached to a C, every C to a G, every A to a T and

every T to an A. It proceeds reading the sequence,

attaching bases and, when the process terminate,

hops off the strand leaving space for DNA Ligase,

the next enzyme involved, whose job is to chemically seal the new created sequence.

The procedure is almost finished, the last operation is the removal of the primer sequences and

the substitution of them with their respective DNA

portion. This is performed by the last enzyme, the

Exonuclease.

This proceedings is valid for the leading strand;

for the other strand is similar but a little more

complicated. On the lagging strand, instead of

a continuous replication, DNA polymerase can

only create small sequences one at a time, named

Okazaki fragments. As it happens for the leading

strand, every Okazaki fragment is preceded by a

primer sequence as a ”BEGIN” point. The process goes on with the intervention of DNA Ligase

and Exonuclease (Figure 3).



3.2 Central dogma of biology and the

universal Genetic code: usage of genetic

information



Figure 3: An Okazaki fragment (grey) with its

own primer (dark blue) sequence on the

right, and a new primer sequence on the

left.



DNA replication is a complex process with

meticulous details that can’t be fully explained in

a paragraphs and actually in this description I’ve

omitted some technicalities for the sake of simplicity. However, also in this simplified view, it

is possible to spot an amazing fact. This process is subject to the strict instructions, and they

are followed by every cell in the organism. If it

doesn’t sound amazing yet let me introduce some

numbers: an adult human being has approximately

1013 cells (10.000.000.000.000), every of them

originated from 1 single cell born from the union

of a father’s spermatozoon and a mother’s ovum,

and nowadays more than 7 billion people (7*109 ,

7.000.000.000) are living on this planet. Every

adult cell of a person have the identical genetic

heritage of the first one, and this is due to the precise execution of DNA replication, even if some

exceptions exist and sometimes a strand is not perfectly replicated. In this case we say that a mutation appeared, their probability however is very

low, like 10-8 per cell generation. Therefore we

have a set of instructions that operates on DNA,

fixed and executed in a deterministic and stepwise

fashion by the cell and its enzymes, does this description sound familiar? In my opinion, every

time there is need of DNA replication, the cell

executes an algorithm and perform computation.

It should be clear that my assertion is concordant

with the definitions enunciated in section 2 thanks

to their abstraction, and this is why that abstraction

was fundamental.



The second example that I will illustrate is the set

of procedures performed by the cell to use and

transfer its genetic information from DNA to RNA

to proteins: the central dogma of molecular biology. Information is always transferred in one-way,

from DNA to RNA it is called transcription, and

from RNA to protein it is called translation. This

is always verified even if some virus (retrovirus)

can transfer information from RNA to DNA. The

transcription is the first step of gene expression in

which a particular segment of DNA (the gene that

need to be expressed/activated) is copied by the

enzyme RNA polymerase into a particular RNA

(messengerRNA/mRNA) that travels out the nucleus into cytoplasm where is used as a template

for translation. RNA is similar to DNA but not

totally equal, it is single stranded and every chemical base Thymine (T) is replaced by Uracil (U), I

won’t describe in details this first part of this central dogma because I want to focus more on translation and Genetic Code.

Translation is the process in which the mRNA

sequences is transformed into a protein. It is performed by a cell’s organelle named ribosome, and

involves the molecules mRNA, tRNA, and a release factor. The process itself can be divided in

three phases, initiation, elongation of the protein’s

chain and termination. Initiation begin when the

ribosome’s lower part attaches to the mRNA and

moves until it finds the first mRNA codon. A

codon is a sequence of three bases that is used

by the ribosome to perform the translation from

RNA into a particular amino acid (remember that

proteins are chains of amino acids). In eukaryotes

(the most evoluted cells), with more than 99.5% of

occurrences, the START codon is AUG and it encodes for the aminoacid Methionine (Met). When

the ribosome reach a codon, the corresponding

molecule of tRNA attaches to it thanks to an anticodon. This tRNA molecule is responsible for carrying the aminoacid that will be took by the ribosome and maintained. The tRNA, deprived from

the amino acid, is then abandoned in the cytoplasm

(Figure 4).

When the Met aminoacid is detached, the first

phase end and the ribosome start moving along the

mRNA molecule in order to elongate the amino

acids’ sequence. It keeps reading every following



Figure 4: Initiation with the starting codon AUG

on the mRNA molecule. A tRNA

molecule carrying the corresponding

amino acid Met attaches thanks to the

anti-codon UAC.



Figure 5: The elongation of the aminoacid sequence, every codon is bounded to

a tRNA with the corresponding anticodon.

codon and attaching the previously created chain

to the new amino acid carried by the new tRNA

molecule (Figure 5).

This goes on until a STOP codon is reached,

stop codons could be UAG, UAA or UGA. When

the ribosome arrives to one of these codons, a release factor binds to them, the ribosome dissociates and the fully translated protein is released in

the cell (Figure 6).

The most interesting part, out of these operations, is the genetic code. The genetic code is a set

of rules that explains how a codon has to be associated to a specific amino acid, and only to it, here

I report the full table (Figure 7).

This code has three important features, first it

isn’t ambiguous, every codon encode exactly one

aminoacid, second it’s redundant, one aminoacid

can be encoded by more codons and third, the

most relevant, it is universal. Every known organ-



Figure 6: The stop codon and the release factor

terminates the process of translation.



Figure 7: The genetic code and the translation table



ism encode amino acids in this way, from bacteria,

to plants, to animals including humans.

As the DNA replication example this is a somehow simplified overview but it’s able to pick up

the most relevant features.

Again I have presented a fix set of rules that is

used by cells to perform the fundamental operation of expressing/using their genes, and I feel it’s

possible to claim that this is a computational and

algorithmic process; indeed we have a fixed set of

instructions, the usage and transfer of information

(genetic), and mechanisms that operates on this

information following the predefined rules (ribosomes and tRNA). Moreover it shouldn’t be hard

to imagine a Turing machine programmed in order to perform the operations of DNA replication

or of transcription and translation. For example a

Turing machine that keeps reading a sequence of

AGCT bases (DNA) and produces its complementary as DNA polymerase, or a Turing machine that

reads a sequence of AGCUUA bases (RNA) three

bases at times and produces an output following



the genetic code translation as the ribosome do.

So, in this 3rd section I’ve illustrated that computational processes are present in almost every

cell and regulates very basic activities. In the next

one I will point out some experiments that used

DNA and the processed tied to it to perform computation in a more ”standard” way.



4 DNA and cells as a vehicle for standard

computation

After the verification about the presence of computation in cells on such a large scale, I started

wondering what could be possible to achieve with

that knowledge. The first thought that I had was

that, if computation is so pervasive into cells and

DNA, they could be used to perform ”standard”

computation, executing algorithms that are executed today by electronic computer. Indeed there

are confirmations that this is possible, but with

some limitations. At least for now.

4.1 An NP-Complete algorithm instance

solved with DNA: the Hamiltonian path

problem

In 1994, a scientist named Leonard M. Adleman

created the previously mentioned scenario and algorithmically solved an instance of the ”Hamiltonian path problem” thanks to DNA and some cell’s

enzymes. This problem can be formulated directly

as: ”given a graph with nodes and directed edges,

find a path from a starting node to an end node

that visits the remaining nodes exactly once”. Or

with its recognition version: ”given a graph with

nodes and directed edges does there exist a Hamiltonian path?” This two formulations are equivalents. Adleman has approached the problem in a

biological context where each vertex and edge can

be represented by a short single strand of DNA.

Each vertex has a DNA name of 8 bases and an

edge is constructed as the concatenation of the last

4 bases of the first vertex and the first 4 bases of

the second vertex. The starting point in this graph

is intended to be Atlanta and the ending point Detroit (Figure 8).

Adleman’s algorithmic idea was the following:

generate all the possible path in the graph and

then isolate all the Hamiltonians with specific bio

techniques. Indeed, he generated trillions (1014 )

of DNA flight number and DNA name complement molecules and added them in a small tube

with ligase enzyme, salt, water and other ingredi-



Figure 8: The Hamiltonian path problem and

Adleman’s formulation.



ents to simulate the cell’s environment to allow the

reactions and the appearance of the Hamiltonian

path sequence (Adleman 1998). As explained in

his article, DNA’s computation was extremely fast

and efficient from a time and space point of view,

within less than one second all the reactions were

completed and the solution was there. However

the isolation of the Hamiltonian paths required almost a week of work.

What is interesting is also the nature of the problem. The Hamiltonian path problem is known to

be NP-Complete (Nondeterministic PolynomialComplete); NP-Complete is a family of computational problems for which no efficient algorithms

(that terminates in polynomial time) have been

yet discovered but for which we could check the

answer, if provided by an oracle, in an efficient

time P (polynomial). NP-Complete are the hardest problems among the NPs and every NP problem can be redirected to a NP-Complete one. If

an efficient algorithm could be developed for NPComplete, we could in principle solve every other

NP problem efficiently. In this case, the oracle is

the immense parallel computational power of the

DNA molecules that brute forces the intrinsic difficulties of the problem (Gifford 1998). I reasoned

on this experiment for bit of time and I spotted an

interesting fact, the DNA tube that Adleman created resemble somehow a non-deterministic Tur-



ing machine. Indeed a non-deterministic Turing

machine (NTM) has the possibility to have a set

of rules that prescribes more than one action for a

given situation and this is exactly what happens in

a tube filled with DNA molecules. Every molecule

can attach to its complementary but it’s not guaranteed that it will, if it would be guaranteed, at

the end of the process, every molecule would represent a Hamiltonian path but this simply doesn’t

happen. At every state of computation, a molecule

can attach to a complementary (if it hasn’t reached

the Hamiltonian length) or not simply due to the

non-deterministic nature of the experiment, but

notice that if a molecule reaches the Hamiltonian

length (it encodes an Hamiltonian path), it always

stop attaching to others ending the computation.

This approach has shown again the great computability power and information manipulation of

cells and DNA, just think that Adleman’s computation carried along 100 Teraflops (or floating

point operations per second), when the world’s

fastest super-computer in Japan operates ”only”

at 35.8 Teraflops (Parker, 2003). However it has

been demonstrated that this technology is still far

from reaching a proper scalability; mostly because

systems like this are tailored to very specific problems and represent a use-once system that do not

have the general purpose of programmable electronic computers, but also because DNA is liable

to errors and highly dependent from the enzymes

beings used, if this is not a problem within a single

problem like Adleman’s, with thousands and thousands of operations the risk of errors increases exponentially. In addition the process to extract the

Hamiltonian sequence was very energy and time

consuming.

4.2 Future development: DNA Storage and

Biomolecular Computing Systems

In this last section about DNA computation I

would like to point out briefly what are the new

technologies that emerged in the last years.

In the first place I would like to talk about DNA

storage, DNA storage is promising because it exploits what DNA can do better, encoding information. DNA is extremely dense and a single

gram has the capability to store billions of gigabyte, with a theoretical limit of 1 exabyte/mm3

(109 GB/mm3 ) versus an electronic state of the

art storage that is currently 10GB/mm3 . In addition DNA is long lasting. Indeed, DNA storage



would answer to the problem of the ”digital universe grow rate”, that is, in the near future we will

produce more data than the quantity we are able to

store.

In 2012 a team of researchers, led by George

Church, created a synthetic DNA information

archiving system that used a special printer to

embed short fragments of chemically synthesized

DNA onto the surface of a tiny glass chip. To

demonstrate the system in action, the team used

the DNA chips to encode a book (5 MB). It

worked. After converting the book into DNA and

translating it back into digital form, the team’s system had a raw error rate of only two errors per

million bits, amounting to a few single-letter typos which is on par with DVDs and far better than

magnetic hard drives (Churc-Gao-Kosuri, 2012).

This year (2016), an interesting article was presented at ACM International Conference on Architectural Support for Programming Languages

and Operating Systems (ASPLOS 2016) by a team

of Washington researchers. They explained the

various techniques used in order to demonstrate

the possibility to store and retrieve images with

synthetic DNA, the translation from binary code

to a ternary Huffman-DNA code and their errorcorrecting algorithms (Bornholt-Lopez-CarmeanCeze-Seeling-Strauss, 2016). Without going into

technical details (the article is 15 pages long),

the key point is that they succeeded in this task

showing again the great potentiality of using this

molecule to manipulate information.

Finally, the biomolecular computing systems

field. This is a new area of research that aims

to replicate the capability of an electronic microprocessor with a DNA/molecular microprocessor, especially the possibility to create logical circuits as AND, OR, XOR etc (Chandran-GargGopalkrishan-Reif 2012).

The information reported in these recent articles are very specific and they would require lot

of time to be fully explained and discussed, however, I wanted to report them here for the sake of

completeness and to illustrate what could be potentially realized in future developments.



5 Philosophical reflections, answers to

possible objections and personal

thoughts

After demonstrating the presence of computation

inside cells and DNA, illustrating how scientists

and researchers are starting to use them actively in

the informatics field, I think it’s time to go deeper

into some philosophical reflections.

Someone may argue that these algorithms and

computational processes shouldn’t be considered

”true” algorithms or ”true” computation because

they differs too much from traditional ones. Actually, it’s impossible to hide that there is a substantial difference between those biological algorithms

and the ones we are used to see in informatics;

traditional algorithms are programmed by a person and they have a precise purpose or function,

biological ones seems to not have those. However, given the algorithm’s definition in section 2

and its abstractions, biological algorithms deserve

a place in this category even if they don’t have a

”programmer”.

On another side, we could raise questions like

”If they haven’t been programmed by anyone, why

are DNA algorithms here?” or ”why they behaves

like they do?” every one of us have proteins, enzymes and DNA but it is not easy to find answers.

Those questions are tricky; the harder you try

to find an answers, the deeper you find yourself in

a spiral that looks like it has no end. In addition,

questions like these are pretty common in science,

just think about something like gravity, we can explain what it is, how it behaves, what are its implications, but we can’t explain why it’s here and it

behaves like it does; this was true until the discovery of the Higgs Boson. Now we know that gravity

and mass are here because of the Higgs Boson and

the Higgs field, but again, we can’t explain why

Higgs Bosons are present or why they give mass

and attraction between masses, we only can state

their presence.

The best answer that I could find to those questions is a sort of tautological one: they are here because they enabled our lives, if they wouldn’t, we

wouldn’t even be able to discuss about them. This

is something that resemble the ”root certification”

in and computer security. The ”root” certificate

is the first certificate in the chain of trust, every

other certificate must, in a way or another, refer to

that specific certificate. The ”root” one, however,

doesn’t refer to any certificate, it simply says ”I



am the root”. If it would have to refer to another

one the cycle would be infinite and it would be impossible to apply this technology in the real world.

Like this, we have to accept the fact that those algorithms exist even if they aren’t programmed by

humans, in fact they were shaped and refined by

nature in millions of years.

Another possible objection could be that a term

like ”computation” is too restrictive for being used

in a context that involves humans and living organisms. At the current state of things we aren’t

able to determine if a living organism is just an

incredibly complex machine, and with machine

I mean that every present or future ”state” can

be explained as a combination of the previous

”states”, or if there is something more that can’t

be explained. The presence of computation at the

very basic cellular level could point in the direction of cells being small machines, but what about

their interactions? Can we reduce an organism

to the sum of its cells/DNA and the interactions

between them? Probably this is too reductionist,

or maybe we’re only lacking the right technology

and knowledge. Honestly, I think that those statements’ confirmation will have to wait more than

some decades, but we can’t exclude them a priori. Anyway, there is another interesting parallelism with informatics. Everything in informatics

originates from ”0” and ”1”. Every software, every website, every game, every instruction, every

piece of code, everything, on the micro-chip hardware, is a combination of zeros and ones. This is

hard to believe if you are not in the field but it’s the

reality. The same could be valid for living organism, every cell function and every biological traits

could be explained as a combination of DNA (AC-G-T) and DNA manipulation, RNA (A-C-G-U)

and proteins (the 20 aminoacids). Clearly these

are only speculations but the parallelism is somehow fascinating.

The last objection could be that those biological

processes are not 100% precise in their executions

(presence of mutations etc.) and so they cannot

be named algorithms. In order to clarify, let me

point out one of the basic rules of informatics, bugfree software/code doesn’t exist. You can theorize

the perfect algorithm, but its implementation in the

real world will be always subject of bugs, errors

etc. with some probability. The same happens in

biological algorithms.



6 Conclusion
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